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Abstract
The Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm can be used to search for files on an FTP server. The
fuzzy-wuzzy method can be applied to perform fuzzy string matching for the file names. To
implement this, one can establish a connection to the FTP server using a programming language
that supports FTP operations, retrieve the file listings using DFS, apply fuzzy matching to the file
names, and retrieve the matching files. The fuzzy-wuzzy method is a string-matching library that
uses the Levenshtein Distance to calculate the differences between sequences. While there are no
specific examples of using DFS with fuzzy-wuzzy on an FTP server, the general approach can be
implemented using FTP in Python for FTP operations and the fuzzy-wuzzy library for fuzzy string
matching.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm can be used
to search for files on an FTP server. This is a helpful
way to navigate the directory structure on a server that
has different files and folders. The File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) is a protocol that facilitates file
transfers across a network between computers, while
the Deep Folding Search (DFS) algorithm is a search
algorithm designed to thoroughly examine a data
structure.

By using DFS in file searches on an FTP server,
users can locate desired files more efficiently without
needing to have a detailed understanding of the folder
structure. Users can more effectively maintain and
access existing files on an FTP server by utilizing this
technique.

Increased efficiency in file management and
access to a variety of data stored on the FTP server are
made possible by this more focused and effective
search feature. The effective and efficient
management of files and information kept on FTP
servers is greatly aided by the utilization of the DFS
algorithm in FTP file searches.

2. METHOD
Research approaches that can be carried out regarding

file searches using the DFS algorithm on an FTP
server employing the fuzzy-wuzzy method are as
other data structure, like a tree or graph, can have all
of its nodes explored or searched using the
Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm. Before moving
on to a new branch, DFS searches as far as it can on a
current branch. DFS, in theory, starts its exploration of
a branch at its deepest node and works its way out.

a) Utilizing the Fuzzywuzzy Technique
To do fuzzy string matching against file
names in the list of retrieved files, use the
fuzzy-wuzzy technique. A Python library
called FuzzyWuzzy can be used to compare a
string to a set of strings in order to determine
how similar they are.

b) Assessment of the Outcomes
Evaluate search results by comparing found
files with predefined search criteria.

c) Implementing Fuzzy-Wuzzy and DFS
On the used FTP server, implement the DFS
algorithm and fuzzywuzzy method, then
assess the server's performance.

d) Evaluation via Comparison
To ascertain the benefits and drawbacks of
each approach, compare the DFS algorithm
with the fuzzy-wuzzy method and the BFS
algorithm with alternative search techniques..
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other data structure, like a tree or graph, can have all of
its nodes explored or searched using the Depth-First
Search (DFS) algorithm. Before moving on to a new
branch, DFS searches as far as it can on a current
branch. DFS, in theory, starts its exploration of a branch
at its deepest node and works its way out.

e) Utilizing the Fuzzywuzzy Technique
To do fuzzy string matching against file
names in the list of retrieved files, use the
fuzzy-wuzzy technique. A Python library
called FuzzyWuzzy can be used to compare a
string to a set of strings in order to determine
how similar they are.

f) Assessment of the Outcomes
Evaluate search results by comparing found
files with predefined search criteria.

g) Implementing Fuzzy-Wuzzy and DFS
On the used FTP server, implement the DFS
algorithm and fuzzywuzzy method, then
assess the server's performance.

h) Evaluation via Comparison
To ascertain the benefits and drawbacks of
each approach, compare the DFS algorithm
with the fuzzy-wuzzy method and the BFS
algorithm with alternative search techniques..

The Python programming language, the FTP module
for FTP operations, and the fuzzy-wuzzy library for
fuzzy string matching can all be used to conduct the
aforementioned research approach.The Python
programming language, the FTP module for FTP
operations, and the fuzzy-wuzzy library for fuzzy
string matching can all be used to conduct the
aforementioned research approach.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Primary Flowchart
The primary flowchart for the software that will be
developed is as follows.

An FTP server's information search procedure is
shown in the flowchart above. Entering the credentials
needed to access the FTP server is the first step in the
process. If the authentication process is successful, the
next step is to see if the requested information is on
the server. In that case, search results will be shown; if
not, the procedure is completed.

3.2 Flowchart for DFS Search
Here is the flowchart DFS Search utilizes metode
fuzzywuzzy.

The procedure for looking for files and folders
within the directory hierarchy is shown in the
flowchart above. First, the stack is initialized with a
root directory and variables for files and directories
that are found. After that, the stack is examined to
determine if it is empty; if not, the current directory
is removed from the stack and its contents are
examined to see if they satisfy the requirements for
files or folders. The directory is returned to the stack
for additional processing after matching entries have
been added to the discovered list. It returns the files
and folders found if the stack is empty.The
procedure for looking for files and folders within the
directory hierarchy is shown in the flowchart above.
First, the stack is initialized with a root directory and
variables for files and directories that are found.
After that, the stack is examined to determine if it is
empty; if not, the current directory is removed from
the stack and its contents are examined to see if they
satisfy the requirements for files or folders. The
directory is returned to the stack for additional
processing after matching entries have been added to
the discovered list. It returns the files and folders
found if the stack is empty.

3.3 Supporting Packages
Create a file called requirements.txt which will later
act as a file containing a list of packages or libraries
needed to work on a project, all of which can be
installed with this file.
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The packages in file
1) Colorama==0.4.6 The Library to enable

text display modification (including
color) in the Python terminal are
explained in multiple ways.

2) Contourpy==1.2.0: Python library for
generating contour graphs or plot
visualizations from data.

3) Cycler = 0.12.1 A Python library that
makes it easier to create cycles; this
library is often used to set the cycle
attribute in matplotlib.

4) Fonttools==4.45.1: Font manipulation
library, supporting both OpenType (OTF)
and TrueType (TTF) formats.

5) The fuzzy fuzzy = 0.18.0 a library
offering a fuzzy string matching
technique for identifying similarities
(matching) and matching strings.

6) Kiwisolver==1.4.5 Library, frequently
used to handle matplotlib layout issues,
solves value search problems in
mathematical optimization problems.

7) Levenshtein = 0.223-0 a library that
offers a way to compute the distance
between two strings using the
Levenshtein distance algorithm.

8) Packaging==23.2 Libraries that offer
resources for managing dependencies,
distribution, and working with Python
packages.

9) Pillow==10.1.0: A Python image
processing package that is typically used
to access, edit, and store different image
formats.

10) Use the Pyparsing==3.1.1 Library to
simplify Python text or string parsing.

11) Python-dateutil == 2.8.1 a library that
offers more features from Python's
built-in datetime module, making it easier
to interact with dates and times in Python.

12) Kiwisolver==1.4.5 Library, frequently
used to handle matplotlib layout issues,
solves value search problems in
mathematical optimization problems.

13) Levenshtein = 0.223-0: a library that
offers a way to compute the distance
between two strings using the
Levenshtein distance algorithm.

14) Packaging==23.2 Libraries that offer
resources for managing dependencies,
distribution, and working with Python
packages.

15) Pillow==10.1.0: A Python image processing
package that is typically used to access, edit,
and store different image formats.

16) Use the Pyparsing==3.1.1 Library to simplify
Python text or string parsing.

17) Python-dateutil == 2.8.1 A library that offers
more features from Python's built-in datetime
module, making it easier to interact with
dates and times in Python.
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Based on the file name input that the user provides, the
aforementioned program looks for files and
directories on an FTP server. The program makes use
of the FTP module to communicate with the FTP
server, OS to manipulate file paths, time to determine
the duration of the search, Colorama to produce
colored output in the terminal, and fuzzy-wuzzy to
determine how similar the file name being searched is
to the one on the server. Another tool for making
graphical user interfaces is Tkinter (GUI).
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A summary of each program component is provided
below: Here is a summary of each part of the
program::
1. Bring in Libraries and Modules: To
develop a GUI, import the tkinter modules.

● To construct a text area that can scroll,
import the scrolledtext class from the
tkinter module.

● To search files on the FTP server, import
the FTPSearcher class from the ftp
search module.

2. FTPSearchTool Class:
● The GUI elements and user interface

are initialized using this class's
constructor.

3. Method Create label and entry:
● For every parameter, labels and input

entry components are created using this
method (FTP Server Address, Username,
Password, Name of the file you want to
search for).

4. The method of Submit action:
● When the "Submit" button is clicked,

this procedure is triggered.
● Gets values out of inputs (input) that the

user enters.
● Use the search and display method to

create an FTPSearcher object and
conduct a file search.

● Shows search results in a text field that
may be scrolled.

5. GUI Display:
● Each parameter's labels and entries

(FTP Server Address, Username,
Password, Name of the file you want
to search for).

● Click "Submit" to begin the search.
● Search results can be viewed by

scrolling over the text box.
6. Main Window dan Loop:

● As the primary window, create an
instance of the Tk class.

● Use the main window as a parameter
when creating an instance of the
FTPSearchTool class.

● To maintain the window open, the main
loop () is executed using root.

3.1 Process Workflow for Programs
This is the program's primary workflow:

1. Users are asked to input the name of the
file they want to look for on the FTP server,
the Hostname of the destination FTP
Server, the username they will use and the
password they will use.

2. Using the input credentials, the script will
establish a connection to the designated
FTP server.

3. Starting from the first directory, the
application will use the DFS (Depth-First
Search) method to look for files and
directories on the FTP server.

4. Using the fuzz.ratio() function from
fuzzywuzzy, the search will compare each
file or folder found with the name of the file
searched using string similarity
calculations.

5. Following the completion of the search, the
application will show the results in the form
of files with the highest degree of name
similarity to the file being looked for, files
whose names contain the words being
looked for, the total number of files and
folders found, and the amount of time the
search took..

The fuzzy string matching, or fuzzy-wuzzy,
technique is used by this program to locate files that
share the same name as the file that must be found.

3.2 Outcomes of the Program
The following points is the output :

1. The FTP server that will be utilized in this test
is listed below.
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2. The following are some files that exist on the
FTP server.

3. Run the python program.

4. Type in the file name you wish to look for,
the hostname of the FTP server, the
username, and the password..

5. If that's the case, the application will search
for files that include terms similar to the ones
we provide; the findings are shown below.

6. The following uses another example.

7. If the software is unable to locate an
appropriate file, try the following.

4. CONCLUSION
Applying the fuzzywuzzy technique with the

DFS (Depth-First Search) Algorithm to File
Search on an FTP Server yields numerous
significant findings:
1. Search Efficiency: When looking for files on

the FTP server, the DFS algorithm is
employed. This method traverses the full
directory structure to provide thorough
searches, but it may be less effective for
particularly large directory structures.

2. Matching Accuracy: More adaptable matching
is possible with the fuzzywuzzy approach. This
enables the adjustment of typos, small variations
in file names, or spelling variances in the context
of file searches, allowing relevant results to be
found despite variations in writing or spelling..

3. Accuracy of Results: By taking into account the
similarity between the searched string and the
file name on the server, the DFS and fuzzywuzzy
combo improves the accuracy of search results.
Even if there are small variations in the file
name or mistakes in the search query, this aids in
locating the needed file.

4. Performance Limitations: Using the
fuzzywuzzy approach might raise the computing
strain on the server, especially when searching
on huge datasets, even though it helps boost
search accuracy. Improper management of this
could have an impact on server performance.

5. Adaptability: In an FTP Server environment,
changes or variations in file names are
frequently encountered. This approach enables
good adaption to these situations. It is a more
dynamic approach because of its capacity to
handle mistakes or variances in file naming.

In conclusion, using the fuzzywuzzy approach in
conjunction with the DFS algorithm on the FTP
server helps improve file discovery; nevertheless,
system performance must be balanced with search
accuracy.
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